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ABSTRACT
Garry oak (Quercus garryana Dougl. Ex Hook) is a deciduous tree endemic to
Western North America. It is confined within Canada to only a few isolated locations in
southwestern British Columbia (B.C.). Although accounting for less than 0.3% of British
Columbia’s entire land coverage, Garry oak-associated ecosystems support tremendous
biodiversity and are home to a large number of rare species in B.C. Populations have,
however, been declining since European settlement. It is estimated that only 1-5% of
pre-European Garry oak ecosystems remain uncompromised in B.C. today. However,
species distribution models predict the area climatically appropriate for Garry oak to
triple in B.C. by the 2080’s. Using a common garden experimental design, data
regarding growth and biomass partitioning, bud phenology and cold hardiness were
collected for two years from a total of 1700 individuals from 15 populations representing
the species’ entire range. Data were used to assess genetic diversity and geographic
differentiation (QST) for these quantitative traits.
Results indicate relatively weak population differentiation for most traits.
However, significant genetic clines exist for height, germinant emergence date and cold
hardiness. Height and germinant emergence were strongly correlated with environmental
variables associated with summer aridity (mean summer precipitation, summer
heat:moisture index, mean warmest month temperature), while cold hardiness was
strongly correlated with temperature differential (the difference between mean warmest
month temperature and mean coldest month temperature) and mean warmest month
temperature.
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Estimates of population differentiation for traits (QST) were relatively low for
growth related traits, bud burst and bud set (0.07-0.13) and moderate (0.30) for cold
hardiness and germinant emergence. Results suggest Garry oak is a species closely
adapted to conditions of intense drought and are used to recommend seed transfer
guidelines and conservation strategies for current and future climates in B.C. and
elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction and Literature Review
1.1

Introduction
Garry oak (Quercus garryana Dougl. Ex Hook), of the family Fagaceae, is

distributed from California to south-western British Columbia, where it is confined to
only a few isolated locations on Vancouver Island and two disjunct mainland
populations. Supported by a near-Mediterranean climate unique to this area, Garry oak
ecosystems currently comprise less than 0.3% of British Columbia’s entire land coverage.
Supporting tremendous biodiversity, this area has simultaneously attracted rapid and
extensive human settlement. As a direct result of anthropogenic global warming,
temperatures are predicted to increase three to five degrees Celsius within Canada over
the next one hundred years (IPCC 2007). Models of species climatic envelopes suggest
that forest species will move steadily north to the extent that, disturbance, seed dispersal
and seedling establishment facilitates (Hamann and Wang 2006). Based on such
predictions it has been suggested that the area climatically appropriate for Garry oak will
triple by 2080 (Hamann and Wang 2006).
Little research has been conducted on the evolutionary forces affecting the genetic
structure of Garry oak. In this thesis I use a seedling common garden experiment to
estimate levels of quantitative genetic variation for a number of juvenile fitness traits.
Results from this experiment were subsequently compared to neutral molecular estimates
of population differentiation (GST) in order to estimate the extent of divergent selection
for this species. Results from this study will assist in predicting the potential response of
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Garry oak to climate change under a range of possible scenarios and in developing seed
transfer guidelines for restoration and conservation efforts.
1.2

Ecology of Garry oak
Garry Oak is a long-lived deciduous hardwood tree endemic to western North

America (Pavlik et al. 1992). The only oak native to British Columbia, Garry oak has the
longest distribution of any of the western oaks spanning 15 degrees of latitude and 2290
metres in elevation (Pavlik et al. 1992). Although its range is extensive, it is highly
fragmented, especially at the peripheries (Ward et al. 1998). This can be attributed to a
number of factors including physical barriers such as mountains, human development and
land use conversion, demographic attrition, and inappropriate site conditions (Ward et al.
1998, Fuchs 2001). Additionally, there is an extensive body of literature documenting, as
a result of fire suppression, the mass transformation of oak habitat to closed canopy
conifer (predominantly Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest throughout its range
(Towle 1979, Agee 1993, Fuchs 2001). In British Columbia Garry oak is limited to the
south-eastern portion of Vancouver island, the surrounding Gulf Islands, and two disjunct
mainland populations near Yale and on Sumas Mountain (Ward et al. 1998). At higher
elevations in the southern reaches of its distribution a shrubby variety, Brewer’s oak
(Quercus garryana var. breweri) has also been identified (Pavlik 1998).
Garry oak is a monoecious species producing self-incompatible male and female
flowers (Stein 1990). Seed dispersal, although not passive, is severely limited (Fuchs
2001). In addition to gravity and a variety of rodents and corvids, the principal vector of
dispersal for Garry oak acorns in Canada is considered the Stellar’s jay (Cyanocitta
stelleri)(Vander Wall 1990). South of Washington state, acorn woodpeckers
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(Melanerpes formicivorus) and western scrub jays (Aphelocoma californica) also
contribute significantly to acorn dispersal (Grivet et al. 2005). Acorns are typically
hoarded in small caches throughout the forest for later consumption (Fuchs 1998). Grivet
et al. (2005) found that in the case of another western oak, valley oak (Quercus lobata),
seed transport was limited to within a 100m radius from the maternal tree. Wind borne
pollen on the other hand can travel great distances and in the case of many oak species, is
considered the main avenue of among population gene flow. Additionally, it is suspected
that First Nations peoples, in the past, distributed acorns great distances by hand (Fuchs
2001).
Tolerating a diverse set of soil and moisture regimes, Garry oak contributes to a
number of different ecosystem types throughout its range (Ward et al. 1998, Fuchs 2001).
On xeric sites, Garry oak often exists as a climax species, but in the absence of fire it is
frequently out-competed on richer, mesic sites by faster growing conifer species,
primarily Douglas-fir (Stein 1990, Agee 1993). Garry oak can thus be found in three
distinct habitat types: closed canopy, mixed conifer, and open meadow, depending upon
site conditions and disturbance regimes (Fuchs 2001).
In British Columbia, Garry oak predominantly exists as a keystone species within
the endangered “Garry oak meadow” ecosystem (Fuchs 2001). Identified by the
Canadian government as a hot spot of biodiversity, Garry oak ecosystems in British
Columbia have been associated with 694 plant species, 104 bird species, 33 mammal
species, and 7 amphibian species, of which over 100 have been officially listed as “at risk
of extinction” (Ward et al. 1998, Fuchs 2001). Although home to the highest
concentration of rare species in British Columbia, Garry oak and associated ecosystems
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have been steadily declining since the settlement of Europeans in 1843 (Erickson 2000).
As a direct result of urban and agricultural development, invasive species, and ongoing
fire suppression it is estimated that only one to five percent of pre-European Garry oak
ecosystems remain uncompromised within British Columbia today (Fuchs 2001).
In light of global climate change (IPCC 2007), peripheral populations such as
those found in British Columbia may play an increasingly important evolutionary role.
Although peripheral populations are considered to be more susceptible to climate change
due to their lowered genetic variation and compromised fitness, it is expected that
peripheral populations existing in northern latitudes and higher elevations of a species’
range, may incur less climate change related stress, relative to their southern counterparts
(Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et al. 2008). This is due in part, to gene flow from the
centre of the range introducing alleles pre-adapted to warmer conditions. The opposite is
true in the case of rear-edge peripheral populations where gene flow will likely introduce
alleles pre-adapted to cooler climates, thusly reducing fitness, given future climate
change scenarios (Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et al. 2008).
It has also been suggested that, in the absence of high levels of among-population
gene flow, disjunct peripheral populations can harbour rare alleles necessary for the
adaptation to novel environmental change, although they may have lower levels of
genetic variation than central populations (Mayr 1982, Lesica and Allendorf 1995,
Mimura and Aitken 2007). Additionally, it is suspected that, if subject to local selection
pressures (as opposed to other stochastic genetic effects), peripheral populations at the
leading edge may be more locally adapted and may harbour extreme phenotypes
necessary for future evolutionary migration (Mayr 1982, Lesica and Allendorf 1995).
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As a direct result of anthropogenic global warming, temperatures are predicted to
increase three to five degrees Celsius within Canada over the next one hundred years
(Hamann and Wang 2006, IPCC 2007). Based on such predictions it has been suggested
that much of what is now coastal Douglas-fir forest in British Columbia will have a
climate suitable for Garry oak ecosystems within the next fifty years (Hebda 1997,
Hamann and Wang 2006). There is typically considerable genetic variation within and
among different plant populations for outcrossing species, particularly forest trees
(Huenneke 1991). Such genetic variation may prove crucial to the adaptation of Q.
garryana in a rapidly changing climate (Aitken et al. 2008). Little research has been
conducted on the climatic adaptability and evolutionary potential of Garry oak. This
study attempts to fill this gap.

1.3

Quantitative trait variation and adaptation in forest trees
Quantitative trait differentiation and local adaptation of trees greatly depends on

the degree of environmental heterogeneity and the equilibrium set by gene flow and
selection (Savolainen et al. 2007, Morgenstern 1996). Such variation has been well
documented and described for a number of temperate and boreal tree species at varying
spatial scales (Morgenstern 1996, Linhart and Grant 1996). Historically, common garden
experiments have been employed to understand levels of genetic variation among and
within populations and also, to identify clinal genetic patterns for various quantitative
traits (Rehfeldt 1989, Morgenstern 1996, Bower and Aitken 2008).

Traits such as

height, diameter, cold hardiness, transpiration rate, net photosynthesis, germination date,
bud burst, bud set, root:shoot ratio are often compared to geographic variables (latitude,
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longitude, elevation etc.) and modeled source climate variables (temperature,
precipitation, frost fee period, etc.) in order to understand the geographic structure of
genetic variation and describe the environmental variables driving evolutionary
processes.
Range-wide environmental heterogeneity in combination with low levels of
among-population gene flow often result in clinal patterns of quantitative variation for
various traits. In the case of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), both growth and phenology
were highly correlated (r2 = .93) with mean annual temperature (Mimura and Aitken
2007). Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) exhibits complex patterns of variation
attributable to latitude, longitude, elevation and slope (Rehfeldt 1989, Savolainen et al.
2007). Some species, however, display relatively weak genetic clines as in the case of
Larix occidentlais, where genetic differentiation is found only with altitudinal changes of
500 metres or more (Rehfeldt 1995, Savolainen et al. 2007). In light of ongoing climate
change, understanding geographic patterns of clinal genetic variation may prove integral
in predicting the potential response of species to future climate scenarios and avoiding
instances of maladaptation (Aitken et al. 2008).
1.4

Estimating the effects of divergent selection in forest trees
Clinal variation in phenotypic traits can also be produced by stochastic processes

such as genetic drift in combination with spatially restricted gene flow (Storz 2002). It
can be difficult to separate these two evolutionary forces from one another. One means
of testing whether a quantitative trait is subject to directional or homogenizing selection
is to compare standardized measures of differentiation for neutral marker genes (FST or
GST) to their quantitative analogue (QST) (Spitze 1993). Although selecting neutral forces
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should affect markers and quantitative traits equally, selection may act only upon the
latter. QST estimates the degree of differentiation, among populations, for quantitative
traits based on the amount of additive genetic variance (Spitze 1993). GST, its neutral
molecular analogue, is determined by quantifying the total neutral allelic variation among
populations as a proportion of the total genetic diversity (Spitze 1993). GST, for
selectively neutral markers, is considered to represent the neutral variation caused by the
combination of gene flow and genetic drift, whereas QST represents the phenotypic
variation attributable to the effects of gene flow, genetic drift and selective pressures.
Accordingly, if QST is larger than GST it is predicted that the observed
differentiation in quantitative traits is under the effect of differential or divergent
selection. If QST is equal to GST the trait is considered to be neutral with respect to
selection. In such a case it is difficult to determine whether quantitative differentiation is
a result of drift alone or whether it is acting in concert with gene flow and weak selective
pressures. Finally, if QST is less than GST the trait is considered to be under the effect of
uniform selection, or suffering from high levels of interpopulation gene flow (Spitze
1993).
Genetic differentiation can vary greatly among oak species. In previous studies of
related oak species GST was estimated between 0.03 and 0.11 for isozyme markers (Table
2.5). In a range wide isozyme study, Ritland et al. (2005) estimated GST to be 0.084 for
Garry oak.
The relationship between QST and GST or FST is one that has been debated and
reviewed extensively (Frankham 1999, Whitlock 1999, Merila and Crnokrak 2001,
Hendry 2002, McKay and Latta 2002, Whitlock 2008). In a recent review Whitlock
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(2008) warns that caution must be exercised when making inferences from such
comparisons as distributions may vary, selection of traits may be overly biased in
quantitative studies, and statistical tests explicitly testing differences are not always
straightforward.

1.5

Thesis objectives
The primary objective of this study is to assess the quantitative genetic structure

of Garry oak, the shaping evolutionary forces, and in particular, the relative effects of
divergent selection on selected traits, by studying phenotypic variation among and within
populations. There are a number of factors that contribute to the amount and distribution
of genetic variation within a species (genetic drift, mutation, gene flow, selection, mating
system) (Felsenstein 1976, Volis 2005). Although typically many factors contribute to a
species’ genetic architecture, understanding the relative magnitude of each contributing
factor is key in assessing the evolutionary history and potential of a species.
More specifically, the objectives of this study of Garry oak are to investigate
levels of genetic diversity for quantitative traits, describe patterns of differentiation for
these traits, estimate the effect of divergent selection and local adaptation, and to identify
and quantify any clinal patterns that may exist and the environmental gradients that these
patterns reflect. Cumulatively, we endeavour to use this information to recommend seed
transfer guidelines for restoration and conservation purposes and to predict the potential
response of Garry oak to future climate change scenarios.
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1.6

Hypothesis
In the absence of high levels of interpopulation gene flow, and within a spatially

heterogeneous range, the theory of local adaptation predicts that divergent selection will
play a more defining role in determining fitness optimums, resulting in high population
differentiation (Williams 1966, Kaweki 2004). Both Garry oak’s mating system, life
history traits (limited seed dispersal, large seed size) and range are congruent with these
conditions and so our initial hypothesis was that Garry oak would be subject to the effects
of divergent selection and thusly exhibit high levels of population differentiation for most
traits throughout its range.
1.7

Thesis introduction
Populations of Garry oak have been declining in British Columbia since European

settlement in the 19th century and are currently estimated to represent only 0.3% of the
province’s entire land coverage. The area climatically appropriate for Garry oak however
is estimated to triple by 2080 (Hamann and Wang 2006). Whereas previous studies have
investigated levels of neutral genetic variation, information regarding genetic variation in
quantitative traits is needed to predict the potential responses of this ecologically
significant species to climate change, and to aid conservation and restoration efforts
throughout its range.
In the following chapters I investigate the quantitative and ecological genetics of
Garry oak. In Chapter two I employ a common garden experimental design to estimate
levels of genetic diversity for a number of quantitative traits and understand and describe
patterns of geographic differentiation throughout its range. In Chapter three I summarize
my major findings, translate those into recommendations for seed transfer for species
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restoration, discuss further research questions, and consider future conservation strategies
for Garry oak in British Columbia.
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Figure 1.1

Natural distribution of Garry oak (Little 1976).
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CHAPTER 2: The Ecological Genetics of Garry Oak (Quercus garryana)
2.1

Introduction
Genetic variability is essential for evolutionary change in tree species (Davis and

Shaw 2001, Aitken et al. 2008). Unlike many other life forms, trees are unable to quickly
relocate when conditions become inhospitable due to climatic or environmental change
(Davis and Shaw 2001). Rather, continued survival depends jointly on their ability to
adapt to changing environments, and ability to migrate (Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et
al. 2008). This adaptive potential in trees is shaped by a balance of selection and genetic
drift, the result of which is often evidenced in geographic differentiation among forest
tree populations (Coyne 1992, Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et al. 2008).
Although molecular genetic studies are important for understanding post-glacial
histories, mating systems and levels of selectively neutral genetic variation, they do not
necessarily reflect the adaptive potential of a species (McKay and Latta 2002, Savolainen
et al. 2007). While techniques such as association mapping and identification of
quantitative trait loci are beginning to bridge this gap, common garden experiments are
still necessary in understanding the geographic structure of genetic variation and the
adaptive potential of a species (McKay and Latta 2002, Howe et al. 2003, St. Clair et al.
2005). For example, relatively strong adaptive differentiation among populations has
been demonstrated in a number of species including Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis
(Bong.) Carriere), lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud), and red alder (Alnus
rubra Bong.) (Yang et al. 1996, Hamann et al. 1998, Mimura and Aitken 2007). In all
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three species, levels of population differentiation for quantitative genetic variation were
not reflected in patterns of molecular variation for selectively neutral markers.
Understanding the geographic structure of quantitative genetic variation as well
as the environmental factors driving selection is crucial to the management of genetic
resources (St.Clair 2005). The success of such management programs is contingent upon
knowledge of natural levels of genetic variation and local adaptation in species-specific
quantitative traits (St.Clair 2005). Without such information, restoration projects increase
the risk of maladaptation, which in turn may negatively affect adjacent native tree
populations through gene flow from planted to native populations (McKay et al. 2005).
Specifically, results from genecological studies assist in managing breeding and genetic
conservation programs, informing seed transfer guidelines, and predicting the potential
response of species to future climate change (St.Clair 2005). While most studies of this
kind have been directed towards species of economic value, little information exists
regarding those whose value is primarily ecological. Garry oak’s (Quercus garryana
Doug. ex Hook) declining populations in combination with its rich ecological
associations warrant a pronounced need for conservation. Given the potential for the
introduction of poorly adapted genotypes through such efforts, information regarding the
local adaptation of this species is needed.
Garry oak is a deciduous broadleaf tree endemic to western North America and is
the only oak native to British Columbia (Pavlik et al. 1992, Fuchs 2001). Displaying
broad environmental tolerance, Garry oak can be found contributing to a number of
different ecosystems throughout its range including closed canopy, mixed forest and open
meadow, depending on site conditions and disturbance regimes (Fuchs 2001). At the
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northern extent of its range in Canada, Garry oak is predominantly associated with the
endangered Garry oak meadow ecosystem, where it exists as a keystone species. This
ecosystem, which has been in constant decline since European settlement, is home to the
largest concentration of rare species in British Columbia and represents a significant and
irreplaceable portion of the provincial biodiversity (Ward et al. 1998, Erickson 2000,
Fuchs 2001). As a result of ongoing fire suppression, urban and agricultural
development, and the impact of invasive species, uncompromised populations in B.C.
have been estimated at one to five percent of that of pre-European levels (Fuchs 2001).
Simultaneous to this documented decline, the range climatically appropriate for
Garry oak in British Columbia has been predicted to triple over the next seventy years
(Hamann and Wang 2006). The question of whether adaptation and dispersal can
compete with modern, accelerated rates of climate change is of great concern, not only
for Garry oak, but for many forest tree species (Hamrick 2004, Davis et al. 2005, Aitken
et al. 2008). Without adequate knowledge of a species’ genetic variation, both
quantitative and molecular, it is difficult to make informed predictions regarding species’
responses to climate change or to inform conservation and restoration efforts effectively
(Hamrick 2004).
Thus far, studies of Garry oak have focused predominantly on its autecology and
the synecology of associated ecosystems. Although the genetic variation of Garry oak
has been assessed using molecular markers, levels of quantitative genetic variation and
geographic differentiation in quantitative traits in Garry oak are still unknown (Ritland et
al. 2005).
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The specific goal of this study is to investigate levels of genetic variation and
describe patterns of geographic differentiation for phenotypic traits in Garry oak
throughout its range. Additionally, these quantitative estimates of population
differentiation (QST) will be compared to published estimates of GST, its neutral
molecular analogue, in order to estimate the effect of differential selection and local
adaptation on Garry oak. Lastly, we compare quantitative traits to source climatic and
geographic variables to determine if clinal patterns exist, and if so, describe such patterns.
Cumulatively, we use this information to inform seed transfer guidelines for restoration
purposes and predict the potential response of Garry oak to future climate change
scenarios.

2.2

Materials and methods

2.2.1

Sampling locations and techniques
Open pollinated acorns were collected from 141 individuals from 15 native

populations of Q. garryana representing the species’ entire range, during August and
September of 2006 (Figure 1.1, Table 2.1). Populations were spaced a minimum of 50
kilometres apart, but in most cases distances between populations were much greater.
Collection locations were determined using the Pacific Northwest Forest Inventory and
Analysis database (Wadell and Hiserote 2005) and by personal communication with
various U.S. Forest Service and Canadian Forestry Service employees. In order to
compare results, effort was also made to collect from the same populations as those
sampled for a previous isozyme study of Garry oak by Ritland et al. (2005).
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Ten individuals, spaced a minimum of 50m apart from one another, were sampled
in each population with the exception of populations 10 and 12, which lacked a sufficient
supply of acorns. Whenever possible, 25 acorns were collected from multiple branches
from each individual tree and then immediately stored in a cooler, in perforated plastic
bags containing a 3:1 vermiculite perlite mixture. Latitude, longitude, and elevation were
recorded for individual trees.
Although close attention was paid to collect from populations indicated as Garry
oak in the Pacific Northwest Forest Inventory and Analysis database, the sub-species,
Brewer’s oak (Quercus garryana ssp. breweri), is known to exist in some of the
collection areas (Population 1-6) and should thusly be considered when interpreting these
results. As morphological differentiation of these two species (or sub-species) is
difficult (based on mature size), a study of chloroplast diversity or sequence variation in
the nuclear genome would be necessary to accurately differentiate subspecies at this stage
of development.

2.2.2

Common garden experiment
Before sowing, all individual acorns were weighed and mean family acorn

weights calculated. In the autumn of 2006, acorns were sown into individual D20 cells
(Stuewe and Sons, Inc., Corvallis, Oregon) filled with a standard perennial soil mixture,
and grown for their first season in a research greenhouse at the University of British
Columbia. Data regarding height, diameter and emergence were collected in the first
year. Additionally, above-ground and below-ground oven-dry biomass were measured
for a sub-sample of 195 individuals to determine trends in root:shoot ratio. In March of
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2007, 1692 one-year-old seedlings were transplanted into an outdoor field common
garden experiment at Totem Field at the University of British Columbia (UBC) in
Vancouver, British Columbia (49° 13’N, 123° 6’W). Before planting, a layer of
Earthscape nine ounce landscape cloth (Shaw Fabric Products Inc., Wellington,
Colorado) was laid and stapled over the garden site to mitigate the effect of weeds.
Seedlings were then planted using a Complete Randomized Block Design (RCBD) with
12 blocks. Each family was represented once within each block for a total of 141 trees
per block. Individuals were randomly assigned to both a block and position within block
using a random number generator (Microsoft Excel 2001). Seedlings were planted at
60cm by 60cm spacing with a single edge row of non-experimental buffer trees
surrounding the experiment. The site was weeded and watered when necessary, but no
fertilizer was applied.
2.2.3

Phenotypic traits
Data regarding phenology (date of budburst, date of budset) and growth ( final

height, basal diameter at the root collar) were collected during the 2007/2008 growing
season. In the autumn of 2008, artificial freeze testing was performed on 780 individuals
using the electrolyte leakage method to determine cold injury. In total, data representing
nine quantitative traits was collected including 1st and 2nd year height, 1st and 2nd year
diameter, emergence date, 2nd year bud burst, 1st year bud set, root:shoot ratio and cold
hardiness (Table 2.3).
The electrolyte leakage method as described by Hannerz et al. (1999) was
employed to determine the cold hardiness of Q. garryana. Due to processing limitations
(both temporal and spatial), lateral branches from a sub-sample of 780 individuals (13
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populations, six families, ten blocks) were sampled in total. Also, due the same
limitations, sampling was staggered. On October 26th, 2009, 390 individuals were
sampled and processed. On November 3rd, 2009, the remaining 390 individuals were
sampled and processed.
Three test temperatures (-22°C, -28°C, -34°C) and one unfrozen control (4°C)
were employed. Test temperatures were based on preliminary freeze tests conducted one
week prior. Stem samples were cut into 2mm cross sections, and two sections were
placed into each test vial with 0.2ml distilled water and a few grains of silver iodide for
ice nucleation. Control vials were kept at 4°C. All other samples were placed in a
programmable Tenney Environmental Chamber (model T20C-3). The temperature was
decreased at a rate of 4°C per hour until the first test temperature was reached. This
temperature was held for one hour, following which all sample vials for that test
temperature were removed and placed at 4°C to thaw. This process was repeated until all
test temperatures had been reached, and held.
Following thawing, 3ml of distilled water were added to each vial and allowed to
sit for 20 hours. Samples were shaken for one hour using a gravity shaker, after which
conductivity was measured using a portable conductivity meter (BWR model 2052).
Samples were then placed in a hot water bath at 95°C for one hour in order to heat kill
tissues, and then allowed to cool at 4°C for 24 hours. Samples were shaken for one hour
and heat-killed (maximum) conductivity was measured.
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Injury index for each sample was calculated using the equation:
It =

100( Rt − Ro )
(1 − Ro )

Where It is the index of injury resulting from exposure to temperature t, Rt = Lt/Lk, RO =
LO/Ld, Rt is the relative conductance of the sample exposed to temperature t, RO is the
relative conductance of the unfrozen control sample, Lt is the conductance of the leachate
from the sample exposed to temperature t, Lk is the conductance of the leachate from the
sample exposed to test temperature t and then heat killed, LO is the conductance of the
leachate from the unfrozen sample, and Ld is the conductance of the leachate from the
heat killed, unfrozen control sample (Flint 1967).

2.2.4

Data Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS Version 9.1.3

(SAS Institute Inc. 2002-2005). Analyses of variance were calculated for all traits except
cold hardiness using the model:
yijl = u + bi + pj + f(p)jk + bi*pj
Where b is the effect block i, pj is the effect of population j and
f(p)jk is the effect of family k within population j and d is the effect of date l.
To account for the difference in sampling date for cold hardiness, analysis of variance
was calculated using the model:
yijl = u + bi + pj + f(p)jk + bi*pj + dl
Least squared population and family means were estimated using PROC GLM in SAS
version 9.1.3 (SAS Institute 2002-2005). Family least-squares-means were estimated in
addition to population least-squares-means to account for the high within population
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variability observed for most traits. Using this procedure, simple linear regression
coefficients of population and family means were estimated with all provenace climatic
and geographic variables (including mean family seed weight) serving as independents.
Correlations among population means for quantitative traits and provenance
geographic and climatic variables were estimated using PROC CORR. A sequential
Bonferroni adjustment was used to ensure that an α = 0.05 was upheld over all
comparisons (Rice 1989). All climatic data was obtained using the ClimateBC model
described by Wang et al. (2006).
When correlations exist among quantitative traits or in cases of complex
geographic structuring, principal component analyses are useful for understanding
obscured and complex relationships. PROC PRINCOMP was used to perform a principal
component analysis on the population means of all quantitative traits. Utilizing an
orthogonal linear transformation, principal component analysis extracts orthogonal
variables that are linear combinations of the original variables such that the total variance
of the data is best explained. Principal components one and two, summarizing variance
in quantitative traits, were regressed as dependent variables against geographic and
climatic variables using the procedure PROC REG.
Geographic and climatic variables are often intercorrelated. In such cases it can
prove difficult to identify complicated spatial genetic patterns. Using the procedure
PROC REG, the forward stepwise selection method was used with provenance climatic
and geographic data to identify significant multivariate relationships with family means
of quantitative traits.
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Genetic differentiation of neutral molecular markers (GST of FST) was compared
to genetic differentiation for quantitative traits (QST) in order to compare the relative
effect of divergent selection on population structuring (Merila and Crnokrak 2001).
QST for each trait was estimated following the equation:
QST =

σ 2a
(σ 2 a + 2σ 2 w )

Where σ2a is the among-population genetic variation and σ2w is the within-population
additive genetic variance (Spitze 1993). In this study the within-population variance was
estimated as four times the variance component for family-within-population (4σ2ƒ(p)).
The within population genetic variation was approximated as four times the family
variance due to Garry oaks high outcrossing rate (nearly 100%) and low inbreeding
coefficient (0.025) (Ritland et al. 2005), thus open-pollinated progeny from one seed
parent are expected to largely comprise half siblings. The SAS procedure PROC
VARCOMP was used to estimate variance components for each trait using the restricted
maximum likelihood method (REML).
In order to develop predictive equations for the purpose of constructing seed
transfer guidelines, values of significant quantitative traits were regressed on the climate
variable with the highest r2 value. The slope of this regression provides a rate of change
in the quantitative trait relative to the climate variable. Rates of differentiation along
climatic gradients are interpreted relative to the least significant difference among
populations at the 20% level (LSD 0.2). This reduces Type II errors – accepting no
differences among populations when differences actually exist. Values of LSD for the
quantitative traits were obtained from a Duncan’s Multiple Range test in PROC GLM
using the model for testing variation among populations described above. The rate of
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differentiation of the key quantitative traits was determined as the change in the
standardized climate variable. The difference in the climate variable associated with the
significant genetic difference between populations was calculated as the rate of
differentiation multiplied by the standard deviation of the climate variable (Rehfeldt
1991, 1994). Simple regressions of the climate variable on latitude, longitude, and
elevation were used to determine the geographic distance associated with the rate of
differentiation in the climate variable in order to make seed transfer recommendations.

2.3 Results
Significant differences were detected among the 13 populations analyzed for all
quantitative traits except root:shoot ratio. Population, however, accounted for only a
small portion of the variation in all growth related traits (height and diameter) and for
some phenological traits (budset, budburst) (explaining an average of 16% of the total
phenotypic variation). For cold hardiness and emergence date, population accounted for
a more substantial proportion of the variance. The lack of significance for root:shoot
ratio may be attributable to the smaller sample size employed ( N =195).
Genetic differentiation (QST) was weak for all quantitative traits (0.08 ≤ QST ≤
0.13) except cold hardiness (QST = 0.31) and emergence date (QST = 0.30) (Table 2.4).
Comparisons of QST to a previously published estimate of GST (Table 2.5) suggests that
the weakest population differentiation in quantitative traits is similar in magnitude to the
population differentiation for putatively neutral molecular markers, and that traits with
the strongest differentiation show substantially more differentiation than isozymes.
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Pearson correlations among population means for quantitative traits displayed
strong (r>0.75) positive relationships between height (year one and two) and diameter
(year one and two) (Table 2.6) Significant (r>0.6) negative relationships were evidenced
between height (year one and two) and emergence date (Table 2.6).
Geographic variables describing provenance means showed strong positive
correlations (r>0.75) of latitude with longitude and also strong (r>0.75) negative
correlations of latitude and longitude with elevation (Table 2.7). Latitude and longitude
were significantly (r>0.6) negatively correlated with MCMT and SH:M and positively
correlated with MSP (Table 2.7). Elevation was positively correlated (r>0.6) with MAT,
MWMT, TD, and SH:M and was negatively correlated with MSP (Table 2.7).
Furthermore, significant and strong (r>0.6) positive correlations were detected among
most temperature variables and among most precipitation variables (Table 2.7).
There were a number of significant correlations observed between population
means for quantitative traits and provenance climatic or geographic variables. Height
and diameter (years one and two) showed significant (r>0.6) negative correlations with
latitude and longitude (Table 2.8). Height was also significantly (r>0.6) positively
associated with elevation and SH:M (year one only) and negatively associated with MSP
(year one only) (Table 2.8). Emergence date was significantly (r>0.6) positively
correlated with latitude, longitude and MSP and significantly negatively correlated with
elevation, MWMT and TD (Table 2.8). Cold hardiness showed significant (r>0.6)
correlations with both TD and MWMT (Table 2.8). Finally, mean family seed weight was
regressed on all climate and geographic variables. Significant linear relationships were
observed for emergence date and budburst with seed weight however relationships were
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weak (r2 = 0.16 and r2 = 0.1 respectively), suggesting a small maternal effect for some
traits. Overall, populations from the higher elevations tended to grow the tallest, emerge
the earliest and were generally more cold tolerant. No significant geographic or climatic
patterns were observed for budburst, budset or root:shoot ratio.
Principal component analysis of growth and phenology traits for the 13
populations showed significant geographic and climatic relationships (Table 2.10).
Principal component one (PC1) represented 35.5% of the total variation and generally
represented traits related to growth (HT1, HT2, DM1, DM2) (Table 2.9). Principal
component two (PC2) accounted for 16% of the total variation and represented traits
related to phenology and in particular, budburst and emergence dates (Table 2.9).
Principal component three (PC3) accounted for 14.4% of the total variation and was
weighted almost exclusively towards bud set date (Table 2.9). Cold hardiness was not
included in the principal component analysis due to the smaller sample size. Regression
analyses were performed on the first three principal components (PC1, PC2 and PC3)
whose eigenvalues were greater than one. Significant clinal relationships were revealed
between PC1 and latitude, longitude, elevation, and SH:M (Table 2.10). PC2 also
showed significant linear relationships with latitude, longitude, elevation, MWMT, MSP,
and SH:M (Table 2.10). Regressions of PC3 did not reveal any significant linear
relationships.
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

Genetic variation
Genetically, oak is a highly variable genus, with species exhibiting a wide range

for measures of molecular genetic diversity (Petit et al. 2002). Similarly, quantitative
genetic studies of oak species have revealed varying results (Stowe et al. 1993, Ducousso
et al. 1996, McBride et al. 1997, Uribe-Salas et al. 2008). In this study we observed
significant differences among populations for all traits except root:shoot ratio. However,
only differences among populations for cold hardiness and emergence date accounted for
a substantial portion of the genetic variance, suggesting that these traits may play a larger
role in determining fitness optimums for Garry oak. Additionally, a significant
relationship was observed between mean family seed weight and mean family emergence
date (r2 = 0.16) and mean family bud burst date (r2 = 0.1) suggesting that there may be a
maternal effect on phenological traits related to initiation.
2.4.2

Effects of environment on quantitative traits
Substantial geographic clinal patterns were observed for both height and

emergence date (Table 2.8), whereby individuals from the southern and eastern portions
of the range tend to grow taller and emerge earlier. Latitude and longitude, however, are
strongly negatively correlated with elevation (Table 2.7), suggesting that any geographic
partitioning may have more to do with elevation and its associated environmental
variables. Both height and elevation are strongly correlated with MSP and SH:M,
suggesting that aridity influences growth in that trees experiencing drier summer
conditions tend to grow taller. This may suggest an evolutionary advantage of growing
taller, and to a lesser extent wider on sites more predisposed to fire.
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The same is true for emergence date. Although strongly geographically correlated,
individuals from acorns collected from sites experiencing more arid summer conditions
(low MSP, high MWMT) (Table 2.8.) and higher continentality (TD) (Table 2.8) tended
to emerge earlier. All of these climatic variables were highly correlated with elevation.
Again, faster germination on sites more proned to fire may provide a stronger competitive
advantage in terms of post-fire regeneration.
Finally, cold hardiness was also highly correlated with environmental variables
associated with summer aridity. Specifically, individuals from sites experiencing higher
MWMT and higher continentality (TD) tended to be more cold hardy. (Table 2.8).
These results support the existing evidence that Garry is relatively closely adapted
to environmental conditions related to aridity and consequently, fire (Agee 1993. Tveten
and Fonda 1999, Gedalof 2006), and suggest that Garry oak’s competitive advantage may
be more relevant within such dramatic environmental conditions. This has also been
evidenced and documented by the transformation of much oak habitat to closed canopy
conifer forest as a result of anthropogenic fire suppression (Agee 1993, Tveten and Fonda
1999, Gedalof 2006). It is curious, however, that geographic variation was not observed
for the trait root:shoot ratio, as it is often considered a key aspect of drought tolerance.
The modest sample size (N = 195) used to assess this trait may have been inadequate to
detect variation for this trait.
An alternative explanation for the relationship of growth and emergence with
aridity may be the effect of countergradient variation, whereby genetic selection
counteracts the limiting effects of the environment on growth and emergence. The higher
growth and emergence potential of more arid populations of Garry oak may be masked in
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the field by stronger environmental constraints on these traits (Conover 1995). When
environmental conditions are equalized, as they were in this experiment, underlying
differences in growth and emergence capacity can be observed. Although possible, it is
difficult to determine the effect of countergradient variation conclusively, given the
confines of this experiment.
The principal component analysis is congruent with the results of the simple
correlations in that PC1, which represents height and diameter and PC2, which represents
emergence and budburst were both correlated with geographic and environmental
variables associated with summer aridity (Table 2.10). PC3 exhibited no significant clinal
patterns.
Finally, the use of multivariate stepwise regression techniques did not help to
clarify the situation. The amount of variation in seedling traits explained by the inclusion
of additional independent variables in the model was negligible (Table 2.11).
2.4.3

Genetic Differentiation
Genetic differentiation (QST) for all traits except bud burst and year two diameter

(excluding root:shoot ratio) was greater than the previously published estimate of
population differentiation for neutral molecular markers (GST) (Table 2.5.). In all but two
traits (cold hardiness and emergence date), levels of QST were only slightly greater than
GST (Table 2.4. and 2.5.). Cold hardiness and emergence date, however, displayed levels
of QST substantially greater than the published estimate of GST for isozymes suggesting
that these traits are under stronger effects of differential natural selection and show
evidence of local adaptation. As is the case for many species of forest trees, these results
suggest that traits related to cold acclimation and phenology (emergence date) have
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strong differential selective pressures acting on them. (Howe et al. 2003, Savolainen et al.
2007). Oaks’ propensity to hybridize may be affecting overall levels of genetic
differentiation in populations south of the Siskiyou mountain range (populations 1-6) and
otherwise. Seed weight may be contributing to the high QST value for emergence date and
should be considered when making conservation recommendations regarding initiation
phenology.
Oak is a highly variable genus, known to exhibit substantial values for both
genetic and geographic differentiation (Petit et al. 1993, Stowe et al. 1993, Ducousso et
al. 1996, McBride et al. 1997, Petit et al. 2002, Savolainen et al. 2007, Uribe-Salas et al.
2008.). Levels of molecular genetic differentiation (GST) for Garry oak are comparable to
values reported for other oak species (Table 2.5). The low levels of genetic
differentiation observed for budset and budburst is suprising. Forest trees are known to
frequently exhibit strong genetic and geographic differentiation for traits related to
phenology (Howe et al. 2003, Savolainen et al. 2007). This was not observed in this
study, suggesting that selective pressures are not acting differently among populations
upon traits related to the initiation and cessation of growth, that gene flow is
homogenizing populations, or that genetic variation is insufficient within the species for
selection to act upon. In a similar common garden study of another western oak, blue oak
(Quercus douglasii) McBride et al. (1997) found no evidence of geographic partitioning
of genetic variation for any quantitative traits. No other quantitative genetic studies of
western oaks have as of yet been conducted.
Molecular studies of three western oaks (Garry oak, blue oak and valley oak) have
found comparatively little genetic variation (Riggs et al. 1991), and in the case of Garry
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oak, levels of genetic diversity were half that of those found in other white oak species
(Ritland et al. 2005). Relatively low levels of neutral genetic diversity suggest that
Garry oak may have undergone a bottleneck sometime in the past and may explain the
relatively weak local adaptation observed. Although speculative, this explanation is
congruent with current hypotheses regarding the post-glacial history of other Pacific
Northwest species (Soltis et al. 1997). A phylogeographic study of chloroplast sequence
diversity would help to shed light on the post-glacial history of Garry oak.
Following a bottleneck it is expected that quantitative trait variation should
recover more quickly than neutral molecular variation (Willis and Orr 1993). It has also
been established that genetic variation for phenotypic traits and neutral molecular marker
variation are not necessarily correlated (Reed and Frankham 2001). High levels of within
population variation for most traits in this study suggest that, despite somewhat low
levels of molecular genetic diversity, gene flow may be more extensive than previously
suspected. Although gene flow due to seed dispersal is thought to be quite limited, pollen
has been shown to travel much greater distances, especially for meadow tree species
(Sork et al. 2002, Vekemans and Hardy 2004). In the case of Garry oak, pollen dispersal
is likely contributing substantially to among-population gene flow. Additionally, oak’s
poor development of reproductive barriers between species and apparent propensity to
hyrbidize may, in the case of Garry oak, also be contributing to among-population gene
flow south of the Siskiyou mountain range in California where numerous oak species
exist (Whittenmore and Schaal 1991, Petit et al. 2003), although no significant trends
were observed across the southern populations alone.
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Finally, phenotypic plasticity must be considered when interpreting results from
common garden studies suggesting local adaptation. The role of phenotypic plasticity as
an adaptive response to heterogeneous environments has been shown to vary widely
within and among species, and is not fully understood (Bradshaw 1965, Valladares et al.
2007). Sultan (1987) argued that genetic diversity within a population or species may be
the result of individual’s ability to avoid selection by plastic adjustment to its
environment. One way to resolve this question is to establish multiple common garden
experiments in different environments in order to test the genotype by environment
interaction. Although not a part of this thesis, a second common garden has been
established at the Ministry of Forests and Range’s Cowichan Lake Research Station on
Vancouver island. Care should be given to understanding the roles of genetic and plastic
adaptive responses in the case of species eligible for conservation efforts (Sultan 1987,
Valladares et al. 2007).
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Table 2.1 Garry oak populations sampled, geographic coordinates, and climatic information.
Site Name
N
Lat.
Long.
No.
(°N)
(°W)
1
Sequoia*
10
35.87
118.63
2
Sierra*
10
36.80
119.08
3
Tahoe*
10
39.10
120.85
4
Shasta South*
10
40.35
122.94
5
Shasta North*
10
40.84
122.02
6
Klamath*
10
41.84
122.83
7
Medford
10
42.46
122.61
8
Salem
10
45.01
123.16
9
Mt. Hood
10
45.28
121.34
10 Kalama+
2
46.05
122.85
11 Scatter Creek
10
46.82
123.01
12 Gifford Pinchot+ 4
46.57
121.68
13 Duncan
13
48.79
123.69
14 Victoria
13
48.46
123.40
15 Courtney
10
49.72
125.01
*Occurs in presence of other oak species.
+ Removed from final analysis due to sample size.

Elev.
(m)
1224
1093
844
788
475
535
630
191
650
27
63
467
20
25
35

MAT
(°C)
12.3
14.8
13.7
14.7
15.5
9.9
10.8
10.8
9.2
10.8
10.4
9.2
9.7
10
9.3

MAP
(mm)
551
743
1302
916
1439
618
708
1258
472
1259
1311
1775
1075
871
1398

MWMT
(°C)
21.9
25.1
23.4
24.5
24.6
19.5
20.4
18.6
19.4
18.2
17.8
17.9
17.1
16.5
17.1

MCMT
(°C)
5.3
6.7
6.2
7
6.4
2.4
2.8
3.9
-.1
3.9
3.8
1.4
2.8
3.9
2.7

FFP
(days)
181
246
216
314
270
161
149
183
142
205
185
158
192
228
192

MSP
(mm)
42
51
89
66
138
72
131
161
74
216
167
138
236
42
51

SH:M
521.6
489.6
262.7
369.5
177.5
271.9
155
115.3
263.2
82.5
102.4
120.1
72.3
521.6
489.6
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Table 2.1 Garry oak populations sampled, geographic coordinates, and climatic information.
Site Name
N
Lat.
Long.
No.
(°N)
(°W)
1
Sequoia*
10
35.87
118.63
2
Sierra*
10
36.80
119.08
3
Tahoe*
10
39.10
120.85
4
Shasta South*
10
40.35
122.94
5
Shasta North*
10
40.84
122.02
6
Klamath*
10
41.84
122.83
7
Medford
10
42.46
122.61
8
Salem
10
45.01
123.16
9
Mt. Hood
10
45.28
121.34
10 Kalama+
2
46.05
122.85
11 Scatter Creek
10
46.82
123.01
12 Gifford Pinchot+ 4
46.57
121.68
13 Duncan
13
48.79
123.69
14 Victoria
13
48.46
123.40
15 Courtney
10
49.72
125.01
*Occurs in presence of other oak species.
+ Removed from final analysis due to sample size.

Elev.
(m)
1224
1093
844
788
475
535
630
191
650
27
63
467
20
25
35

MAT
(°C)
12.3
14.8
13.7
14.7
15.5
9.9
10.8
10.8
9.2
10.8
10.4
9.2
9.7
10
9.3

MAP
(mm)
551
743
1302
916
1439
618
708
1258
472
1259
1311
1775
1075
871
1398

MWMT
(°C)
21.9
25.1
23.4
24.5
24.6
19.5
20.4
18.6
19.4
18.2
17.8
17.9
17.1
16.5
17.1

MCMT
(°C)
5.3
6.7
6.2
7
6.4
2.4
2.8
3.9
-.1
3.9
3.8
1.4
2.8
3.9
2.7

FFP
(days)
181
246
216
314
270
161
149
183
142
205
185
158
192
228
192

MSP
(mm)
42
51
89
66
138
72
131
161
74
216
167
138
236
42
51

SH:M
521.6
489.6
262.7
369.5
177.5
271.9
155
115.3
263.2
82.5
102.4
120.1
72.3
521.6
489.6
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Table 2.2 Descriptions of climate variables.
Climate Variable Description of Variable
MAT
MWMT
MCMT
TD
MAP
MSP
SH:M
DD<0
DD>5
DD5100
DD<18
DD>18
NFFD
FFP
bFFP
eFFP
PAS
EMT
WT

Mean annual temperature (°C)
Mean warmest month temperature (°C)
Mean coldest month temperature (°C)
Temperature difference between MWMT and MCMT, or continentality (°C)
Mean annual precipitation (mm)
Mean annual summer (May to September) precipitation (mm)
Summer heat:moisture index ((MWMT/(MSP/1000))
Degree days below 0° C, chilling degree days
Degree days above 5°C, growing degree days
Julian date on which DD>5 reaches 100
Degree days below 18°C, heating degree days
Degree days above 18°C, cooling degree days
Number of frost free days
Frost free period
Julian date on which FFP begins
Julian date on which FFP ends
Precipitation as snow (mm)
Extreme minimum temperature over 30 years
Mean population seed weight

Table 2.3 Descriptions of quantitative traits.
Trait
Abbreviation Description
First year height
Second year height
First year stem
diameter
Second year stem
diameter
Emergence date

HT1
HT2
DM1

From root collar to the base of the terminal bud (Year one)
From root collar to the base of the terminal bud (Year two)
At one cm above root collar after one year

DM2

At one cm above root collar after two years

EMER

First year bud burst

BB1

First year bud set

BS1

Cold hardiness

CH

Root:Shoot ratio

R:S

Date of first visible plant material to emerge during
germination
Date of first visible leaf material to emerge from terminal bud
at beginning of 2nd growing season
Date of first visible terminal bud scales at end of first growing
season
Electolytic leakage as a measure of damage following
artificial freeze test of stem segments
Ratio of dry shoot rate over dry root weight
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Table 2.4 Significance level of family effect and population effect in ANOVA, narrow
sense heritabilities (h2) and genetic differentiation (QST) for eight quantitative traits and
three principal components.
Variable
Family
Population
h2
QST

HT1
HT2
DM1
DM2
EMER
BB
BS
CH
PC1
PC2
PC3

F-value
2.84
2.93
2.56
1.96
3.15
2.06
2.4
0.96
3.27
2.13
2.22

p-value
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.56
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

F-value
7.53
7.02
8.16
3.85
25.42
4.34
8.20
2.50
7.12
15.45
6.76

p-value
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.007
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

0.51
0.55
0.45
0.36
0.61
0.32
0.43
----0.74
0.41
0.45

0.12
0.10
0.13
0.08
0.30
0.08
0.12
0.31
0.10
0.26
0.10

Table 2.5 Reported values of genetic differentiation based on isozyme molecular
markers for Garry oak and other Quercus species.
Populations
Species
FST or GST Reference
42
Q. garryana
0.084
Ritland et al. 2005
10
Q. rubra
0.09
Sork et al. 1993
2
Q. alba complex 0.03
Kremer and Petit 1993
57
Q. ilex
0.10
Michaud et al. 1995
7
Q. petraea
0.03
Zanetto et al. 1994
7
Q. robur
0.02
Zanetto et al. 1994
40
Q. suber
0.11
Toumi & Lumaret 1998
Table 2.6 Correlations among population means for nine quantitative traits.
Correlations when |r|>0.5 significant at α = 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment for number
of correlations tested (n=36).
HT1 HT2 DM1 DM2
EMER BB
BS
CH
HT2
0.84∗
DM1
0.80∗ 0.90∗
DM2
0.09
0.26 0.32
EMER -0.61 -0.73 -0.53 -0.10
BB
-0.36 -0.26 -0.08 0.12
0.36
BS
0.48
0.40 0.31
-0.002 -0.28
-0.35
CH
0.29
0.30 0.23
0.20
-0.45
0.10
-0.36
R:S
-0.33 -0.16 -0.34 0.18
-0.10
0.04
0.09
0.03
Bolded typeface indicates relationships stronger than 0.60.
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Table 2.7 Correlations among populations for three geographic and eight climatic variables.
LAT LONG ELEV MAT MWMT MCMT MAP MSP FFP TD
LONG
0.85∗
ELEV
-0.94∗ -0.88∗
MAT
-0.75 -0.52
0.6
MWMT -0.87∗ -0.65
0.8
0.93∗
MCMT -0.63 -0.39
0.44
0.9∗ 0.74
MAP
0.34
0.47
-0.53
0.17 -0.07
0.31
MSP
-0.29
0.71
0.81∗ 0.77
-0.87∗ -0.46 -0.65
FFP
-0.28 -0.05
0.15
0.78 0.59
0.33 -0.16
0.82∗
TD
-0.67 -0.57
0.75
0.46 0.75
0.12
-0.41 -0.69 0.07
SHM
0.46
-0.59 -0.88∗ 0.25 0.60
-0.87∗ -0.85∗ 0.93∗ 0.55 0.70
WT
0.01
-0.01
0.08
-0.30 -0.10
-0.38
-0.53 -0.23 -0.36 0.16
∗ significant at α = 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment for number of correlations tested (n=55)
Bolded typeface indicates relationships stronger than 0.60.
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Table 2.8 Correlations among population means for quantitative, climatic and geographic variables.
HT1
HT2 DM1 DM2 EMER CH
BB
BS
R:S PC1 PC2 PC3
LAT
-0.80 -0.61 -0.51 0.35
0.74 -0.56 0.37 -0.36 0.27 -0.63 0.72 -0.26
LONG
0.61 -0.48 0.29 -0.41 0.23 -0.72 0.57 -0.33
-0.89∗ -0.72 -0.64 0.28
ELEV
0.81 0.64 0.51
-0.4
-0.63 0.57 -0.36 0.31 -0.36 -0.62 -0.63 0.23
MAT
0.45 0.24 0.18 -0.43
-0.52 0.50 -0.11 0.01 -0.37 0.27 -0.46 -0.05
MWMT
0.57 0.41 0.31 -0.41
-0.63 0.68 -0.19 -0.02 -0.38 0.41 -0.57 -0.1
MCMT
0.36 0.07 0.04 -0.43
-0.34 0.18 -0.15 0.25 -0.30 0.13 -0.32 0.22
MAP
-0.39 -0.49 -0.24 0.13
0.39 -0.06 0.51 -0.33 -0.01 -0.39 0.48 -0.31
MSP
-0.60 -0.54 -0.36 0.28
0.67 -0.47 0.46 -0.27 0.20 -0.52
0.7 -0.18
FFP
-0.04 -0.25 -0.31 -0.48
-0.08 0.08 -0.01 -0.13 -0.32 -0.23 -0.06 -0.12
TD
0.48 0.54 0.41 -0.19
-0.60 0.84∗ -0.14 -0.28 -0.27 0.47 -0.54 -0.38
SHM
0.79 0.56 0.41 -0.44
-0.56 0.37 -0.44 0.36 -0.29 0.55 -0.58
0.3
WT
0.22 0.36 0.23 0.36
-0.30 0.17 -0.66 0.01 0.05 0.34 -0.48 -0.02
∗ significant at α = 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment for number of correlations tested (n=99)
Bolded typeface indicates relationships stronger than 0.60.
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Table 2.9 Eigenvectors of the first (PC1), second (PC2) and third (PC3) components
from Principal component analysis.
Eigenvectors
Traits
PC1
PC2
PC3
HT1
0.49
0.05
0.09
HT2
0.51
-0.07
0.02
DM1
0.47
0.04
-0.11
DM2
0.40
-0.01
-0.06
BB
0.21
0.72
-0.14
BS
0.08
<0.01 0.96
EMER
-0.23 0.68
0.13
Eigenvalue
2.5
1.1
1.0
35.5% 16%
14.4%

Table 2.10 Summary of significant results from the regression of the first two principal
components on geographic and climatic variables.
Dependent Variable
Predictor Variable
R2
p
PC1
Latitude
0.40
0.02
Longitude
0.52
0.005
Elevation
0.37
0.02
SH:M
0.30
0.04
PC2
Latitude
0.52
0.005
Longitude
0.32
0.04
Elevation
0.40
0.02
MWMT
0.33
0.04
MSP
0.50
0.007
SH:M
0.34
0.03
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Table 2.11 Amount of variation explained by stepwise regressions of select traits on
environmental variables (R2) and environmental variables included in models and of
select traits on geographic variables (R2) and geographic variable included in models.
R2
Environmental variables in
R2
Geographic variables
Trait•
model
in model
HT1
0.4 SHM, BFFP, DD<18, MSP, MAP 0.4
LONG, LONG2, LAT2,
LAT, ELEV
HT2
0.41 SHM, EFFP, DD5100, DD>18,
0.23
LAT2, LONG
MWMT, MSP, NFFD, EMT,
DD<0, BFFP
DM1
0.46 TD, BFFP, DD<18, MAT, NFFD, 0.27
LONG, ELEV2,
DD5100, EMT, DD<0, EFFP,
LONG2, ELEV
MAP, DD>18, MSP
DM2
0.25 BFFP, SHM, DD5100, MSP,
0.06
ELEV2, LONG
DD>18, MWMT, MAP, EFFP,
EMT, PAS, NFFD
EMER
0.71 MSP, MWMT, EFFP, MAT
0.5
LAT2, LAT, LONG2,
DD>18, DD<0, DD<18, FFP,
ELEV, ELEV2
DD>5, MAP
BB
0.3 MAP, DD<0, PAS, DD>5,
0.05
ELEV2, LONG2
DD<18, BFFP, NFFD, SHM,
EMT, DD>18
BS
0.42 DD<0, MAP, BFFP, TD, DD<18, 0.32
ELEV2, ELEV, LAT2,
DD>5, EMT
LAT, LONG
CH
0.3 TD, MAP, BFFP, MSP
0.28
LAT2, LAT, ELEV,
ELEV2, LONG2
R:S
0.14 DD>18, PAS, BFFP, MWMT,
0.03
ELEV2, LONG2
DD5100, MAP, DD<18, SHM
PC1
0.41 SH:M, FFP, DD<18, DD>18, TD, 0.31
LONG2, ELEV2, LAT2,
DD>5, MSP, PAS, MAP,
LAT, LONG, ELEV
DD5100, EMT
PC2
0.61 MSP, DD<0, EFFP, TD, DD>18, 0.35
LAT2, ELEV2, LONG2,
NFFD, EMT, FFP, DD>5,
LONG, ELEV
DD5100
PC3
0.37 DD<0, MAP, DD>5, DD<18,
0.26
ELEV2, ELEV, LAT2,
MWMT, DD5100, MSP
LAT, LONG
• See Table 2.2 for trait codes.
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Figure 2.1 Natural distribution of Garry oak and acorn collection locations
(Little 1976).
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Figure 2.2 Regression of the first principal component (representing growth)
on summer heat moisture index ((MWMT/(MSP/1000)) (r2 = 0.3, p = 0.04). Data
points indicate population means. Bars indicate standard error of those means.
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Figure 2.3 Regression of the second principal component (representing initiation
phenology) on mean summer precipitation (mm) (r2 = 0.5, p = 0.007). Higher
scores on the y-axis represent later budburst and emergence. Data points indicate
population means. Bars indicate standard error of those means.
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Cold Hardiness vs. TD
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Figure 2.4 Regression of cold hardiness injury index on temperature differential
(the difference between MTCM and MTWM) (r2 = 0.7, p = 0.0003). Higher
scores on the y- axis represent decreased cold tolerance. Data points indicate
population means. Bars indicate standard error of those means.
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Figure 2.5
Regression of cold hardiness injury index on MWMT (r2 = 0.47,
p = 0.009). Higher scores on the y-axis represent decreased cold tolerance. Data
points indicate population means. Bars indicate standard error of those means.
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Chapter 3: Conclusions and Future Directions

3.1

Conclusions and conservation implications
This study reveals that 1) traits related to growth, emergence and cold hardiness

of Garry oak are positively associated with provenance environmental conditions related
to summer aridity, and that trees from arid environments tended to perform better; 2) cold
hardiness and emergence date displayed stronger genetic differentiation than other
phenotypic traits suggesting stronger selective pressures are acting on these traits; and 3)
genetic differentiation for most traits was low, suggesting high gene flow in keeping with
marker-based results.
Garry oak’s positive association of genetic divergence among populations with
summer aridity suggests that this species may be closely adapted to conditions supporting
periodic forest fires and that this may have been a strong selective force in this species’
evolution. Accelerated growth and emergence, presumably promoting seedling
establishment and competitive ability, increase with summer aridity, suggesting that
Garry oak’s competitive advantage may exist predominantly in more extreme
environmental conditions, such as those supporting more frequent or intense fire regimes.
These results support the widely accepted evidence that oaks have evolved with fire and
that many oak species possess the ability to survive and often thrive in regimes of
periodic burning (Agee 1993. Tveten and Fonda 1999, Gedalof 2006). The effect of
maternal seed effects or countergradient variation however, cannot be excluded and
should be strongly considered when interpreting these results.
Contemporary fire suppression, however, has altered this evolutionary
relationship and in many cases has resulted in the mass transformation of oak woodland
to closed canopy conifer forests (Agee 1993). This conservation concern has often been
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addressed through the use of prescribed burning to limit fuel build up and promote oak
regeneration (Gedalof 2006). It is our recommendation that Garry oak restoration and
conservation programs in British Columbia consider prescribed burning, where possible,
as a tool to promote the future development and maintenance of Garry oak habitat.
Regeneration and recruitment of oaks, including Garry oak, is a common problem
throughout the world, and is considered a major conservation concern (Fuchs 2000).
Results from this study, linking faster emergence and increased growth with populations
from high aridity environments, should also be considered when addressing the issue of
oak recruitment.
Observed low levels of among-population genetic differentiation for most traits,
despite our initial hypotheses, suggest that Garry oak may be experiencing high levels of
among population gene flow. This suggests that Garry oak may have a strong adaptive
potential due to its high within population genetic variation for most traits. Consideration
should, however, be paid to the low levels of neutral molecular genetic diversity reported
in other studies before making future conservation recommendations. While neutral
variation for genetic markers does not reflect population differentiation for adaptive
traits, levels of marker variation are considered representative of overall levels of gene
diversity (Ritland and Ritland 2000).
3.2

Seed transfer guidelines and climate change
Garry oak’s distribution is both extensive and heterogeneous. The results from

this study suggest that particular populations are expected to be suitable for only a potion
of the environmental conditions experienced throughout the species range. Under the
assumption that local is best we have used the floating seed transfer model, developed by
Rehfeldt (1991,1994), in concert with the results from this study to determine seed
transfer guidelines for Garry oak restoration programs.
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Emergence date and cold hardiness displayed the highest population
differentiation (or local adaptation) levels of all phenotypic traits studied and were thus
selected as the primary traits considered for calculating seed transfer guidelines. The
greatest conservation risk with developing such guidelines is to conclude that populations
are the same when they are, in fact, differently adapted, thus traits with the highest Qst
values should be used for analysis. Differences in emergence date were predominantly
related to MSP and MWMT. Garry oak seed can be moved between areas differing by up
to 19 mm of precipitation in the summer or 1°C in MWMT, while maintaining an
emergence date suitable for local climates and minimizing the risk of maladaptation.
Differences in cold hardiness were related to temperature differential (td); however,
maximum seed transfer distance based on these traits was too large to be of practical use
for conservation and restoration purposes (8.2° latitude, 3.8° longitude, 667m elevation).
From a conservation and restoration standpoint, it is impractical to base seed
movement on mean summer precipitation or MWMT. Rather, seed movement is
traditionally based on geographic and elevational differences. In this case, the difference
in mean summer precipitation and MWMT corresponds to a range of approximately 2° in
latitude or 1° in longitude. Also accordingly, approximately 150m in elevation is
required to distinguish genetically different populations and should be considered the
limit when transferring seed from differing elevations in order to reduce the risk of
maladaptation. The seed transfer guidelines may be conservative due to the possibility
that maternal effects associated with provenance climates have inflated apparent genetic
differentiation among populations for emergence date.
The role that climate change will play in the future of Garry oak is uncertain.
Predicted increases in temperature and decreases in precipitation will likely force
phenotypes to shift northward and higher in elevation to track climatic conditions to
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which they are optimally adapted (Davis and Shaw 2001). Peripheral populations are
considered to be more susceptible to climate change due to their lowered genetic
variation and compromised fitness. However, it is expected that peripheral populations
existing in northern latitudes and higher elevations of a species’ range, such as those of
Garry oak in British Columbia, may incur less climate change-related stress, relative to
their southern counterparts (Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et al. 2008). This is due in
part, to gene flow from the centre of the range introducing alleles pre-adapted to warmer
conditions to these cooler provenances. The opposite is true in the case of rear-edge
peripheral populations where gene flow will likely introduce alleles pre-adapted to cooler
climates, reducing fitness to predicted future climates (Davis and Shaw 2001, Aitken et
al. 2008).
In western North America, MWMT is predicted to increase 3° C by the year 2080
(Wang et al. 2006). Based on the relationship of MWMT to latitude this translates to a
shift northward of approximately 4.5° latitude or 500 km over the next 70 years. This
translates to approximately 7000 metres per year. Pollen records and cpDNA evidence
suggest maximum historical annual migration rates of many forest trees at 100m
(Mclachlan and Clark 2004, Mclachlan et al. 2007). Natural migration of such proportion
is unlikely for Garry oak, especially given its current rate of habit loss and existing
dispersal barriers in British Columbia (Fuchs 2001).
High levels of within-population variation for all quantitative traits in this study
suggest that, irregardless of observed low levels of neutral molecular variation, Garry oak
may have a strong adaptive potential, capable of dealing with such drastic environmental
change. However, current rates of habitat loss in British Columbia coupled with a lack of
migrational opportunity suggest that perhaps a more realistic future scenario for Garry
oak is an overall range contraction resulting from extirpation in the south, in combination
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with limited natural migration at the leading edge. This presents a need to investigate the
potential benefit of initiating new populations through facilitated migration, north of
Garry oak’s current range (McLachlan et al. 2007).
3.3

Future directions
This study aimed to understand and contextualize the quantitative genetics of

Garry oak. Although achieved, many questions are left in its wake. The positive
association between growth, emergence and summer aridity observed in this study
suggest that tolerance to drought and fire may play an important role in Garry oaks
continued survival. A more extensive quantitative assessment of traits related to drought
tolerance would be helpful to better understand this evolutionary relationship.
Additionally, continued data collection at the Cowichan Lake Research Station common
garden will help to estimate the magnitude of genotype-by-environment interaction and
accurately assess the role of adaptive plasticity in this study.
Still, questions are left unanswered that quantitative genetics alone cannot
address. A study incorporating genetic diversity in chloroplast DNA markers, known to
be maternally inherited in oaks (Dumolin et al. 1995), would be useful in understanding
the demographic and post-glacial history of Garry oak. Such a study would also afford a
second index of genetic diversity for this species. Lastly, the establishment of a
permanent common garden will allow for the exploitation of novel genetic techniques
such as association mapping in order to better understand the genetic architecture of
adaptation in Garry oak.
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Appendix I – Cumulative amount of variation explained by stepwise regressions of
select traits on environmental variables (R2) and environmental variables included in
models and of select traits on geographic variables (R2) and geographic variable included
in models.
Environmental variable
entered
SH:M
Bffp
DD<18
MSP
MAP

R2

HT2

SH:M
eFFP
DD5100
DD>18
MWMT
MSP
NFFD
EMT
DD<0
bFFP

DM1

DM2

Trait*
HT1

Geographic variable
entered
LONG
LONG2
LAT2
LAT
ELEV

R2

0.14
0.22
0.27
0.33
0.36
0.38
0.4
0.4
0.41
0.42

LONG2
LONG

0.22
0.23

TD
bFFP
DD<18
MAT
NFFD
DD5100
EMT
DD<0
eFFP
MAP
DD>18
MSP

0.09
0.16
0.3
0.32
0.35
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46

LONG
ELEV2
LONG2
ELEV

0.2
0.21
0.21
0.27

bFFP
SH:M
DD5100
MSP
DD>18
MWMT
MAP
eFFP

0.06
0.08
0.1
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.19
0.2

ELEV2
LONG2

0.04
0.06

0.27
0.30
0.38
0.4
0.4

0.35
0.38
0.38
0.4
0.4
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EMT
PAS
NFFD

0.21
0.22
0.25

EMER

MSP
MWMT
eFFP
MAT
DD>18
DD<18
FFP
DD>5
MAP

0.32
0.36
0.41
0.49
0.58
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.7

LAT2
LAT
LONG2
ELEV
ELEV2

0.4
0.46
0.47
0.49
0.5

BB

MAP
DD<0
PAS
DD>5
DD<18
bFFP
NFFD
SH:M
EMT
DD>18

0.08
0.16
0.18
0.19
0.24
0.25
0.27
0.29
0.30
0.30

ELEV2
LONG2

0.04
0.05

BS

DD<0
MAP
bFFP
TD
DD<18
DD>5
EMT

0.09
0.24
0.34
0.35
0.38
0.41
0.42

ELEV2
ELEV
LAT2
LAT
LONG

0.07
0.15
0.18
0.3
0.32

CH

TD
MAP
bFFP
MSP

0.24
0.28
0.29
0.3

LAT2
LAT
ELEV
ELEV2
LONG2

0.11
0.17
0.19
0.23
0.28

R:S

DD>18
PAS
bFFP
MWMT
DD5100
MAP
DD<18
SH:M
SH:M
FFP

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.13
0.13
0.19

ELEV2
LONG2

0.02
0.03

LONG2
ELEV2

0.22
0.22

PC1
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PC2

PC3

DD<18
DD>18
TD
DD>5
MSP
PAS
MAP
DD5100
EMT

0.29
0.31
0.36
0.37
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.4
0.41

LAT2
LAT
LONG
ELEV

0.23
0.24
0.30
0.31

MSP
DD<0
eFFP
TD
DD>18
NFFD
EMT
FFP
DD>5
DD5100

0.29
0.33
0.39
0.41
0.54
0.57
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.61

LAT2
ELEV2
LONG2
LONG
ELEV

0.32
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.35

0.08
0.2
0.3
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.37

ELEV2
ELEV
LAT2
LAT
LONG

0.05
0.14
0.16
0.24
0.27

DD<0
MAP
DD>5
DD<18
MWMT
DD5100
MSP
*See table 2.2 for trait codes.
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